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NUMBERS: THE ESSENTIALS

In France
(Source FF Golf)
407,719 players
735 golf courses of which 600 9-hole
and more
33,000 hectares of natural space
630 golf schools
www.ffgolf.org
Tourism and Golf
(Source Atout France)
Out of 600 golf courses, 200 regularly
welcome tourist customers
111 have on-site tourist accommodation.

In the World
(Sources Atout France and IAGTO)
Between 55 and 65 million golfers in the world
8 million golfers take holidays where they can play. 1.9 million of those do
so via a tour-operator.
In 2016: France was 3rd in Europe for the number of golf courses, behind
the UK and Germany.
Average Spend of a Foreign Golfer in France: €170 per day for an average
stay of 5 days.
Average Volume of Business from Foreign Golfers: between €150 and 200
million.
Around 550,000 green fees are sold every year in France to tourists, half
of whom come from abroad.
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As a golf destination, the Côte d’Azur was a trailblazer. From the 19th century, with
the influx of European aristocracy who wanted to take advantage of these idyllic
locations and peerless climate, golf courses appeared and developed. The first,
Cannes Mandelieu, inaugurated in 1891, was therefore one of the oldest golf courses
in France, along with Dinard, Biarritz and Pau. The sport was then the preserve of an
elite, an opportunity to display nobility, elegance, lifestyle and good taste, just like
sailing and tennis… so where better than the Côte d’Azur?
Since then, golf has taken on a quite different dimension, developing a very diverse
range of options. With around twenty clubs, mostly open all year round, our region
today offers courses to attract the general public, amateurs as well as professional
golfers, rookies as well as enthusiasts. At the highest level, it is also the base of Pôle
France and the French Golf Team.
With golf, we want to pursue our aim of tourist development and diversification,
and make the Côte d’Azur one of the great sport destinations in years to come. Golf,
a traditional sport of the region, will also be a sport of the future.
In December 2017, Cannes will welcome the 20th edition of the IGTM, the
International Golf Travel Market, the leading global trade fair for those who work
in the golf world and around 600 tour-operators, 1,300 customers and 14,000
business encounters!
This essential rendezvous of the international golf world has a special resonance
only a few months before another major event which will take place in France. In
September 2018, France will indeed be the host country of the Ryder Cup, one of
the five sporting events in the world most covered by the media, a top competition
in which the leading European players will take on their American counterparts.
Let’s not forget, of course, the prospect of Paris 2024, Olympics where golf will
again be an Olympic sport.
With these major aims, the professionals of the Côte d’Azur are mobilising to
continue to develop golf tourism throughout the year: new offers, like the Pass Côte
d’Azur Golf Pays de Grasse, have been launched with new communication tools
so that the general public as well as those who work in the industry can find out
about our unique golf destination. This pack is also a chance to focus on the clubs
of the greater Côte d’Azur, their history, their courses, their champions, their current
events; to remember also that that the strength of this region is its environment
and its lifestyle: outdoors sport and leisure, gastronomy, health and beauty, art and
culture, heritage…
In winter as in summer, for your training or for your leisure sports, welcome to the
Côte d’Azur France, land of golf historically and of the future!
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David Lisnard
Chair of the CRT Côte d’Azur France
Mayor of Cannes

From 11 – 14 December, 2017,

Cannes becomes the world capital of Golf
on the occasion of the 20th edition of the International Golf Travel Market
(IGTM) welcoming buyers from across the world
In December, 2017, this event will attract up to 420 representatives of tour-operators from across the world and more
than 550 golf travel companies and 100 international specialist media.
Organised in Cannes, which is among the most chic and accessible destinations in Europe, the IGTM will also bring
together several new travel agencies in the luxury and MICE sectors which are interested in golf.
Peter Grimster, IGTM Exhibition Direction: “For 20 years now we have been putting a Herculean amount of work to
supply the best possible environment and facilitate networking and exchanges for the world golf industry. Every
year we aim to convince new destinations and golf tourism businesses take part in this event. So, we are delighted
by the strong interest expressed by tour-operators, which will make the 2017 edition of the IGTM another essential
rendezvous.”

En 2018, the Ryder

Cup will be played in France

It will be the 42nd edition of this major event of the international golf world. From 25 to 30 September, 2018,
France will host for the first time this unique competition at the National Golf Course of Saint-Quentin-enYvelines. The Ryder Cup is one of the top five sports events in the world most covered by the media. In fact,
every two years, 24 of the best European players take on their American counterparts. It is both the leading
competition as well as an event which transcends the values of the sport and retains the fair-play spirit of
Samuel Ryder, who founded it in 1927.

The Key Numbers
956 matches
347 players
26 victories for the USA
13 victories for Europe
www.fr.rydercup.com

AIR FRANCE - FLYING BLUE GOLF
Flying Blue Golf offers many advantages to its members:
- Information about golf courses, ideas for your next
destination
- High-quality golf articles with Miles from the Flying Blue
Store
- Exclusive Flying Blue Golf travel prices
- Free transport of golf bags on flights operated by AIR
FRANCE, KLM, HOP!, Air Corsica, Air Mauritius or Aircalin*
* If one of the flights on your route is not operated by AIR
FRANCE, KLM, HOP!, Air Corsica, Air Mauritius or Aircalin,
transport of your golf bag will be billed for the whole trip.

2,500 journalists expected
300,000 spectators and 750 million
television viewers
180 broadcasting to 435 million homes
Expected economic impact: €150 million
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The Côte d’Azur Golf Pass
Pays de Grasse

Started by the Pays de Grasse, in
partnership with the CRT Côte d’Azur,
this new Pass brings together no less than
20 golf courses of the greater Côte d’Azur
from the Alpes-Maritimes and the Var,
from Nice to the greater Toulon region.
This Pass is intended as an ambassador
for golf in this enormous territory and
to boost the fine performance of this
historic golf destination.
THE DEALS

NEW!

PASS GOLF
CÔTE d’AZUR

www.cotedazur-golfs.com

CÔTE D’AZUR GOLFS

AUTUMN-WINTER:
1 November - 31 March
2 green-fees Deal
9–hole course from €65
18-hole course from €110
4 green-fees Deal
9–hole course from €135
18-hole course from €220
SPRING-SUMMER:
1 April - 31 October
4 green-fees Deal
9–hole course from €135
18-hole course from €220
Please note:
2 green-fees, valid 7 days
from the use of the first coupon
4 green-fees, valid 14 days
from the use of the first coupon

Other Passes

The Pass is accessible via the internet portal
www.cotedazur-golfs.com,
a complete platform about the deal and golf news one
the Côte d’Azur.
This site also provides lots of information and documents
on the attraction of this unique destination with many
aspects (sea - mountain - city): its lifestyle.
the Côte d’Azur Golf Pays de Grasse Pass is also available
from golf courses, and partner hôtels and accommodation
providers.
In buying the Pass, golfers will also have the facility of a popup card which will give them access to many privileges and
advantages with “golf-friendly” partners in the lifestyle sector:
restaurants, luxury shops, spas and treatment centres, leisure
facilities…

Golf Pass Provence: Gives access to 19 courses in five departments in the PACA region. It is provided by Provence Alpes Côte
d’Azur Tourism. It is sold in books of 5 or 3 green-fees coupons at package prices. golfpass.eu/#/fr
Pass Golf Mandelieu: For the price of €162, it gives access to two prestigious golf courses in the town: the Old Course and the
Riviera Golf de Barbossi. www.boutique-mandelieu.com
Opio Pass Golf: At a total price of €455, it gives the holder seven green-fees on two 18-hole courses in Opio, the golf courses of
Opio Valbonne and the Grande Bastide. www.cotedazurfrance.fr
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Côte d’Azur Golfs Courses:
a “golf-friendly” label

It is a concept unique in France. Côte d’Azur
Golf Courses, authorised by the Comité
Régional du Tourisme Côte d’Azur France,
the Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie
de Nice-Côte d’Azur, the Office du tourisme
du Pays de Grasse, is the ambassador of the
Côte d’Azur France, its golf courses and its
lifestyle, the envy of the world.
“For the first year, we will have no less than 300 partners, the
golf courses obviously, but also ’’golf-friendly’’ tourist, leisure
and lifestyle businesses. We are associated with the Côte
d’Azur France brand. So, with this label and the Partners’ Club
we are setting up an extraordinary network across this historic
tourist destination,” commented the Marketing Director, Gilles
Rubinstein.

List of the 20 Partner Golf Courses of
the Côte d’Azur Golf Pass
Mandelieu-La Napoule Golf Old Course Cannes-Mandelieu
			
Riviera Golf de Barbossi
Mougins			
Royal Mougins Golf Resort & SPA
			
Golf Country Club Cannes Mougins
Biot			
Le Provencal Golf
Grasse			
Golf Country Club de Saint Donat
Cabris			
Golf du Claux Amic
Châteauneuf-de-Grasse Golf de la Grande Bastide
Valbonne		
Golf d’Opio Valbonne
Valbonne		
Victoria Golf Club
Valberg			
Valberg Golf Club
La Martre		
Golf du Château de Taulane
Tourrettes		
Terre Blanche Hotel Spa Golf
			Resort*****
Roquebrune-sur-Argens Golf de Roquebrune Resort
La Motte-en-Provence
Saint Endréol
Saint-Râphael		
Golf Blue Green L’Estérel
Nans-les-Pins		
Golf de la Sainte-Baume
Sainte Maxime
Golf Blue Green Sainte Maxime
Brignoles		
Barbaroux Golf Course
Saint-Cyr-sur-Mer
Dolce Frégate Provence

Winter on the Côte d’Azur – Dream spahotels to recharge your batteries.
And, to extend your pleasures, legendary
golf courses where you can breathe fresh air.
As connoisseurs well know, the Côte
d’Azur is an essential winter destination.
Historically, the most prestigious guests
came here to share the legendary gentle
climate, the harmony of colours which make
these landscapes unique, the entire French
lifestyle.
For winter 2017, the tradition continues. The
most luxurious spa-hotels of the Côte d’Azur
have come together and come up with two
weeks of pure pleasure, consisting of rooms
with unforgettable panoramas, a range of
original top-of-the-range treatments and
massages, accompanied for enthusiasts,
by golf escapades on the most beautiful
courses around the area.
A programme to experience, as gentle as
you like, to recharge, catch your breath,
relax, in a legendary destination, that is the
winter programme on the Côte d’Azur.
As a supplement, customers can take
advantage of an additional reduction on the
Côte d’Azur Golf – Pays de Grasse Pass.
www.cotedazur-golfs.com

NEW!

HAPPY SPA WEEK
CÔTE d’AZUR

www.happyspaweek-cotedazur.com

Two weeks of low prices:
Happy SPA Week Côte d’Azur
20 - 26 November, 2017
19 - 25 March, 2018

Partner Spa-Hotels:
Bandol (Var)		
Tourrettes (Var)
Lorgues (Var)		

Dolce Hotel & Resort | Frégate – Provence
Terre Blanche Hôtel SPA Golf Resort
Château de Berne

Monaco 		
Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo
			Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo
			
Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort spa Cinq Mondes
			Hôtel Métropole Monte-Carlo
			Le Fairmont Monte-Carlo
Beaulieu-sur-Mer
La Réserve de Beaulieu *
Eze			Cap Estel,
Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat
Grand Hôtel du Cap Ferrat–A Four Seasons Hôtel
Nice			
Boscolo Exedra Nice
Saint-Paul de Vence
Le Mas de Pierre *
Cannes			
Thermes Marins de Cannes
			
Radisson Blu 1835 Hotel & Thalasso
			
Majestic Barrière et Gray d’Albion
			Five Seas Hôtel
			
Grand Hyatt Cannes Hôtel Martinez *
Mougins			Mas Candille

*Only in March
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Côte d’Azur France – Golf

HOLIDAYS AND
ACCOMMODATION
www.cotedazur-sejours.com
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GOLF COURSE ACCOMMODATION
Royal Mougins Golf Resort & SPA****
Mandelieu-La Napoule
Domaine de Barbossi

Opio-Valbonne - Château de la Bégude
The Golf package includes
- Accommodation in the double room of your
choice
- Half-board for two people (menu with an appetiser
and 3 courses, not including drinks)
- Green-fee FREE: from 12.30pm from 1 January - 31
March and 21 October - 31 December, 2017 inclusive
and from 2pm from 1 April - 20 October, 2017
inclusive. Supplement of €40 per person for a teetime outside these times.
From €216 for 2 people - valid from 01/01/2017 to
31/12/2017
www.chateau-begude.com

Accommodation in a superior double room with
balcony at the 4-star Hotel Ermitage du Riou
Breakfast
One 18-hole Green Fee per person at the Riviera
Golf de Barbossi
Free WiFi during your stay, private parking
September, October, November, 2017 - €250
includes:
Accommodation in a double deluxe room with sea
view at the 4-star Hotel Ermitage du Riou
Breakfast
One 18-hole Green Fee per person at the Riviera
Golf de Barbossi
Free WiFi during your stay
Private parking
March, April, October, November, 2018 - €280 May,
June, September, 2018 - €320
July, August, 2018 – On request includes:
Accommodation in a superior double room with
balcony at the 4-star Hotel Ermitage du Riou
Breakfast
One 18-hole Green Fee per person at the Riviera
Golf de Barbossi
Free WiFi during your stay
Private parking
www.domainedebarbossi.fr

Golf Package
- Accommodation in a 50m2 Suite with terrace/
private balcony.
- Breakfast served in the hotel restaurant (room
service at a supplementary cost).
- One 18-hole Green Fee with a golf cart per person*
on the Royal Mougins Golf Club course.
- 1 entry to the “Royal Spa”: Steam room, sauna,
fitness room.
- Free WiFi during your stay
- Handicaps required (D32/M28) / bookings required
for Golf: Tee-times from 10.30am.
Price per person sharing a double room
Low Season*: from €160/person

Offer from €1,299 /person, based on two people
sharing a double room includes:
- Cat B car hire pick-up and return Nice Airport –
Unlimited mileage
- 7 nights in a standard suite
- Buffet breakfasts
- 5 green-fees (3 x Royal Mougins GC, 1x Saint Donat
GC, 1 x Opio Valbonne GC)
- 3 hours a day in the Spa Royal (Access to the sauna,
steam room and relaxation room)
- Free access to the swimming pool (until 15 October)
Price applicable for any stay in mid-season (1 Oct –
29 Oct 2017 or 3 - 12 March 2018 outside trade fairs
and events) depending on availability
See conditions - www.parcours-voyages.fr
Golf de la Tour d’Opio
Accommodation Club Med – Opio en Provence
Offers always available on the site.
www.clubmed.fr/r/Opio-en-Provence

The list is not exhaustive. All golf holidays on:
www.cotedazur-golfs.com and www.cotedazur-sejours.com
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GOLF PACKAGES
Valberg

- Duo Golf Week Package from
€260 per person: 7 nights in an
apartment, 4 green fees, golf cart
and access to practice areas (on the
basis of 2 people).
- Friends Golf Weekend Package
from €114 per person: 2 nights in an
apartment, 2 green fees, golf cart
and access to practice areas (on the
basis of 4 people).
- Friends Golf Week Package from
€200 per person: 7 nights in an
apartment, 2 green fees, golf cart
and access to practice areas (on the
basis of 4 people).

Cannes
Majestic Barrière*****

€379 per person
Duration: 2 days-1 night
Offer valid: Until 30 September, 2018
(except during hotel closure 15 - 28
December, 2017 and 9 February - 8
March, 2018)
Holiday includes:
- 1 night’s accommodation in a
superior double room
- Breakfast
- 1 green fee per person at the Golf
Country Club de Mougins
Price based on two people staying
in a double room.
www.hotelsbarriere.com/fr/cannes/
le-majestic.html
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Cannes – Hôtel Mercure Cannes Mandelieu

A night in a double, single or twin room. Breakfast buffet.
One 18-hole green-fee at the Golf Old Course de Mandelieu at a reduced price. Price per
person: from €134.84 /per person sharing a double room

Cannes – Le Ruc Hôtel****

You want to organise a romantic weekend with golf, spa and gastronomy, spend holidays
with your children and introduce them to golf, or just recharge your batteries on the
greens of the region and enjoy the variety of landscapes on the various courses?
The hotel will take care of it all! Advice, booking the rounds, equipment hire, transport
there and back… Le Ruc Hôtel offers a holiday à la carte.
The Hotel’s Partner Golf Courses:
Cannes Mandelieu Old Course/Royal Mougins Golf Resort/Riviera Golf de Barbossi/Golf
Country Club de Cannes Mougins/Golf club de Saint-Donat/Golf de la Grande Bastide/
Golf d’Opio Valbonne/Golf du Claux Amic/ Terre Blanche Golf/Golf Château de Taulane

Cannes – Le Gray d’Albion Cannes****

€299 per person.
Duration: 2 days-1 night
Offer valid: until 30 September, 2018 (except during hotel closure 15 December, 2017 - 9
March, 2018).
Holiday includes:
- 1 night’s accommodation in a superior double room
- Breakfast
- 1 green fee per person at the Golf Country Club de Mougins
Price based on two people staying in a double room.
www.hotelsbarriere.com/fr/cannes/le-gray-d-albion.html

Nice
Novotel Centre – Vieux Nice

Hotel renovated in April, 2017 with
180 rooms.
Its new rooftop swimming pool and
pop-up bar with a panoramic view
of the sea, the hills and the city of
Nice.
Its charming sunny garden terrace
facing the bar and restaurant, where
you can eat breakfast, and where
healthy gourmet dishes are served
at lunchtime and in the evening
and also relax with a glass.
Buffet breakfast.
www.accorhotels.com/fr/hotel1 1 0 3 -novotel-nice-centre-vieuxnice/index.shtml
Go into “plus de critères” and enter
the voucher code: FFGOLF (30%
off)
Or contact the hotel directly on
+33 4 93 13 80 93 (please quote the
voucher code above when booking).
Price per person: from €7 1 (tourist
tax
included,
breakfast
not
included.
On condition: Customers must
present their golf club membership
card at check-in.
Free cancellation up to 6pm on day
of booking.

Mougins
Le Mas Candille*****
4-night stay for 2 people, includes:
- One night in a Tradition room (23m2 room with a view of the garden and the Préalpes) - Buffet breakfast every day
- One dinner at the Michelin-starred Restaurant, Le Candille, 4–course menu drinks included (2 glasses of wine, mineral water and coffee)
- Free access to the outdoor spa facilities.
Price: from €615 per person

The list is not exhaustive. All golf holidays on:
www.cotedazur-golfs.com and www.cotedazur-sejours.com

GOLF PACKAGES
Cannes – Mercure Cannes
Croisette Beach****

3-nights minimum stay (7 days
maximum) between 16 February 27 April 2018 inclusive (excluding
dates of major events in Cannes),
including a Prestige room with
balcony (free upgrade according
to availability), buffet breakfast and
2-course Golf Pass per person:
3-Night Deal:
Single room: €451
Double room: €617 Extra night:
Single room: €107
Double room: €119
5-night minimum stay (14-night
maximum) available 16 February 27 April 2018 inclusive (excluding
dates of major events in Cannes),
including a Prestige room with
balcony (free upgrade according
to availability), buffet breakfast and
4-course Golf Pass per person:
3-Night Deal:
Single room: €760
Double room: €1,070
Extra night:
Single room: €102
Double room: €114
These offers are valid subject to
availability and require full payment
at the time of booking (without
possibility of cancellation or refund).

Novotel Montfleury*** Cannes

Offer from €1,075 /person based on two people
sharing a double room:
- Cat B car hire pick-up and return at Nice Airport
– Unlimited mileage.
- Buffet breakfasts.
- 5 Green-fees (Cannes-Mandelieu Old GC x 1,
Opio Valbonne GC x 1, St Donat GC x 1, Grande
Bastide GC x 1, Riviera Barbossi GC x 1).
Price valid for any mid-season holiday (5 October
- 31 December 2017 – Except during trade fairs
and events) depending on availability
See conditions www.parcours-voyages.fr

Cagnes-sur-Mer
Le Cagnard****

€399 per person Duration: 3 days - 2
nights
Valid 25/10/2017 - 05/11/2017 and
04/03/2018 - 30/04/2018
(Except Easter weekend and MIPIM
conference 12 - 16 March).
Holiday includes:
- 2 in a double Deluxe room
- Continental buffet breakfasts
- 1 dinner: 3-course seasonal
menu (drinks not included) at the
gastronomic restaurant renowned
for its retractable roof and
panoramic view
- 1 Green Fee Pass for the partner
golf courses
Price on the basis of a stay for two
people, according to the hotel’s
availability.

Saint-Paul de Vence – Hôtel La Vague de Saint Paul

A short walk from the Fondation Maeght in Saint-Paul de Vence, La Vague is
a 4-star hotel nestled in a hill covered in Mediterranean plant species where
quiet and rest are the key words.
Special Package from €458:
- One night in a double room
- Buffet breakfasts
- Two Green-fee Golf Passes for 2 days
- One dinner in the Jardin de La Vague for 2 people, not including drinks
- Free access to our relaxation and well-being facilities (sauna, steam room,
jacuzzi and fitness room)
Price per room, for 2 people, subject to availability, not including tourist taxes
(2 Euros per person per day) or extras.
Pre-booking of the restaurant and green fee required.

Eze – Hôtel La Chèvre d’Or*****

€560 per person
Duration: 3 days - 2 nights
Valid: 25/10/2017 - 05/11/2017
and 04/03/2018 - 30/04/2018 (apart from Easter weekend).

The stay includes:
- Upgrade for 2 nights in a double room.
- Continental breakfasts.
- One dinner in our gastronomic restaurant La Chèvre d’Or (chef’s base menu / starter,
main course, dessert, drinks not included).
- Two-day golf Pass, for one of the Côte d’Azur Golf Courses.
- Free access to the hotel facilities.
- Free Parking.
Offer on the basis of a double room (2 people) subject to availability.

The list is not exhaustive. All golf holidays on:
www.cotedazur-golfs.com and www.cotedazur-sejours.com
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THE CHAMPIONS
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On the Covert,

©Golf Dolce Frégate Provence @Camille Moirenc

JULIE AIMÉ, golfer from the Côte

d’Azur, ambassador for the CÔTE d’AZUR
FRANCE brand

Pauline Roussin-Bouchard

Romain Langasque

After I took up golf at the age of 7 in my native region,
then studying at an American University, I now play on
the European Women’s Tour and I continue to be lucky
enough to roam the finest fairways in the world.
What is your history with the Côte d’Azur?
I was born in Nice and I have always lived on the French
Riviera; the Côte d’Azur is quite simply the story of my life.
I grew up in the Southern sun, in the shade of the olive
trees, with the song of the cicadas; these little things alone
make my daily life so much more pleasant and unique
(above all when you are an outdoor sportsperson...).
After many trips abroad, I realise time and again how
lucky I am, to be able to grow up and be a golfer – and
also as a person – in such a beautiful region.
What motivated you to become a Côte d’Azur France
Ambassador?
Women’s golf is unfortunately not yet very developed
in Europe. As a player, I would like to promote this sport
which has given me so much, but also show to the rest
of the world that the Côte d’Azur is an ideal location to
develop great women golfers.

Victor Dubuisson

What does the Côte d’Azur represent for you?
At an individual level, the Côte d’Azur gives me golfing
challenges every day with its dozens of courses, each
different, but complementing each other.
At an International level, I consider this region to be a
jewel at the centre of the world. The Côte d’Azur shines in
its History, culture, gastronomy, climate, competitions and
events known throughout the world, its chic and glamorous
sides but it is also sporty… everything is here!
Find the other CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE Ambassadors
on www.cotedazurfrance.fr
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BENOÎT DUCOULOMBIER,
The Coach of the Young Talents
of the Côte d’Azur
He left the professional circuit in 1989 after becoming the French
number two. For many years, he has been one of the most highly visible
coaches of the Federation. Benoît Ducoulombier, based in the AlpesMaritimes, coaches, amongst others, a promising golfer from the Côte
d’Azur, Romain Langasque. He also worked with Victor Dubuisson until
the start of the year.
You coach and have coached two of the best French players, both from
the Côte d’Azur. What special qualities do they have?
All the players I coach are very different. What has changed, is that
golf has become both a game and a sport for athletes. My job is to
help them be the best they can be in their area with their strengths
and weaknesses. I like to be able to say to myself that I have managed
to bring them to 90% of their potential.
Is this region conducive to bringing out these talents?
Its strength comes from the two hubs of the Federation located in
Antibes: the Prospects Pôle for young people of 13-15 and the Pôle
France Jeunes for 16-18s. They are an intermediate step and an
essential talent pool for the senior France Pôles. These young people
also work on the various courses of the region, such as Terre Blanche,
Saint Donat… There are two groups of 20 young people who, although
they come from all over France, become regional golfers, and end up
staying here.
Are the existing sports facilities here a supplementary asset?
For leisure golf, we are very well provided. We have many courses of a
very diverse nature, for all abilities, accessible and complex courses. At
the highest level, we have good facilities: Terre Blanche for example,
an important centre where you can really work well, Vidauban, which
is private of course, but which always welcomes me with my pros, a
remarkable with a grass practice area, a perfect course. But we need
other cutting-edge facilities, grass practices areas, pitching areas… and
one or two public facilities, truly affordable courses, like in England,
Ireland or Scotland. The will is there and the projects are in hand.
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VICTOR DUBUISSON,
The Star from Cannes
Internationally, he is the best-known French golfer, a pure product of the Côte d’Azur
golf school. He was a Ryder Cup winner in 2014, the EurAsia Cup in 2016 and the
European Tour in 2013 and 2015. In 2017, he returned to the World Top 100.
This golfer was born in Cannes 27 years ago. He started playing at the age of 6 years
at the Biot course before being spotted by golf teacher, Stéphane Damiano who
coached him until he was 13 at the Grande Bastide de Châteauneuf-Grasse and the
practice area of Club Med in Opio. He then went to Aix-Marseille for training before
joining the France Hub at the age of 15 years. The first French player to be no.1 amateur
in the world in 2009, he turned professional a year later.
Since then, the young French prodigy continues to rise in the ranks of international
golf. In 2013, he won the Turkish Airlines Open and was 39th in the world, the first
French to reach that level. In 2014, he even reached 17th place.
In 2017, Victor Dubuisson returned to the Top 100 of the World Golf Rankings at 99th
place. Today he is ambassador of the Old Course of Cannes-Mandelieu.

ROMAIN LANGASQUE,
The Prospect of French Golf
This 21-year-old player, born in Cabris, is one of the most promising young French
golfers of his generation. He can be said to be precocious. He took up the sport at
the age of 2 with his father, took his first steps on the practice area at Saint Donat,
and got his first ranking at 5½. He was supported by Philippe Larvaron, one of the
professionals at Golf Saint Donat, the club where he is still a member, until he was
13. Winner of the British Amateur Golf Championship in 2015, he turned professional
in 2016, when he attained a 188th world ranking, 9th in the Race to Oman (Challenge
Tour), 1st in the Georgia Cup against Bryson DeChambeau and Spanish Internationals.
In 2017, he arrived on the European Tour, was 10th in the Australian PGA and 11th in
the Joburg Open.
He is a member of Hub France with the national coach, Renaud Gris and his own
coach Benoit Ducoulombier. Today he is an ambassador for the Golf Country Club of
Saint Donat in Grasse.

ALEXANDER
LEVY, The no.1
Aged 27 years like his fellow
countryman,
Victor
Dubuisson,
Alexander Levy is today N°1 in France
and ranks 69th in the world. He was
trained at the Côte d’Azur school and
still comes back for coaching.
Born in the USA, he was introduced
to golf by his father, who was a
good amateur, from an early age in
California. While growing up in France,
he went to the Dolce Frégate Provence
golf school in Saint-Cyr-sur-Mer, then
he was a member of the Golf Club
of Valescure in Saint-Raphaël, before
finishing his amateur career in 2010 at
the Golf d’Ormesson in Ile-de-France.
Champion of France in 2009, winner of
the Murat Cup – French International
in 2010, he also contributed greatly
to the performance of the French
national team in winning the
Eisenhower Trophy, in the 2010 World
Cup (where he finished second in the
matchplay) as well as the European
Team Championship in 2011.
To date he has had four victories on
the European Tour: the Chinese Open
and the Portuguese Masters in 2014,
the Porsche European Open in 2016
and the Volvo China Open in 2017.
In July, he came 2nd in the Porsche
European Open.
Alexander Levy also trained regularly
at Terre Blanche, particularly with the
David Leadbetter Academy, directed
by Alain Alberti, his coach up to the
start of the year.

PAULINE
ROUSSIN-BOUCHARD,
The next generation
At 17 years old, this promising golfer from the Var (index
+3,3, 8th in the National Ladies Ranking) has only one aim, to
become a professional player. Based at the Valescure club, she
is giving herself every chance: intensive training, international
competitions. In 2016, she was the first French woman to win on
the legendary St Andrews links.
Tell us about your very early passion for golf…
I started playing at 2½ - 3 years. Everyone in my family plays,
my parents, my brother, my grandmother, my aunt… At 18, I
would like to turn pro and I’m training hard towards that. In the
morning, I go to school and I have training in the afternoons.
Over and above the 15 - 22 hours of golf a week, I do other
activities like boxing, 5-6 hours a week. Almost every weekend,
I’m in a competition, either for under-18s, or opens.
What do you like about the sport?
Above all it’s the competition. It is a sport which is more mental
than physical. Tactics are essential. You have to develop a
strong mentality to be able to play a course in a particular way.
What are your main qualities?
I hit the ball well for my age. But I think that it is mostly that I am
very demanding of myself. I do not only play in competitions,
but I do a lot of training to continue improving. Even during
competitions, I train early in the morning as well as after the
round to sort out anything which needs attention.
How is season 2017 going?
I am quite happy. Last year, I was selected as a Junior for the
Ryder Cup and the World Championships with the French
team. My best result so far this year was my 36th place in the
European Ladies Championship and I qualified for the US
amateur at the San Diego Country Club (August 2017), one of
the biggest tournaments in the world in my category. But my
season is far from over, I still have at least 5 competitions.

RENAUD GRIS,
The talent spotter
National coach, in charge of the French team and the Men’s Pôle
France.
Since 2010, Pôle France has been based at Terre Blanche…
From October to April, the selected players train daily on
the site on technique, physique, and mentality. From April to
September, they join the French teams for special training
courses and tournament coaching. The organisation might
change, but Terre Blanche is and will remain the standard for
high-level training.
What is special about the Côte d’Azur golf school?
Conditions for playing and training there are very good all year
round, in terms of the quality of the Terre Blanche site and, of
course, the climate. It’s also a big advantage having all aspects
of performance on hand: technique and play coaching,
physical training, biomechanics, mental preparation…
Apart from that concentration of resources, all of the men’s
game is here: the Prospects Pôle which teaches the young lads
of 13 - 15, the Pôle France Jeunes which confirms the best players
and the Pôle Messieurs which continues the programme.
Is there a local know-how?
It’s one of her top leagues in terms of members, in the top 3
in France, with the chance to train on greens all year round,
which is not the case elsewhere. The league’s sporting positivity
along with the presence of the various Pôles also creates a very
good knock-on effect in the region’s golf schools. At the base of
the pyramid, we have many young people and we have all the
tools we need to make some of them champions, like Victor
Dubuisson, Romain Langasque, Julien Brun….
As National Coach what do you think of the diversity of the golf
clubs of the Côte d’Azur?
It is true that we have a lot of courses, quite close to each other.
They are obviously not all suited to golf at a high level, but
it’s true that there are a lot of well-maintained courses, which
meet our criteria.
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A PARADISE FOR A 100% GOLFING HOLIDAY
Thanks to the multiplicity and diversity of the golf courses of the Côte d’Azur, many enthusiasts come on holiday for the golf alone. It’s a chance to vary the landscapes,
obstacles and distances…
With 17 courses open to green-fees, not counting the courses in the nearby Var, the Côte d’Azur area is a paradise for golfers who want to devote a holiday to their passion. From
Monaco to Tourrettes, from Mandelieu to La Martre, they are all within a radius of 100 km. And most of them within 30km. No less than ten courses are located in the towns
around Grasse - Opio, Valbonne and Mougins. The various Passes available in the region also make it easy to organise your golf holiday on the Côte d’Azur: the Pays de Grasse,
the towns of Mandelieu and Opio and the Provence Pass, also the Grande Bastide and Opio Valbonne course which are on the same Open Golf Club network…

THE MOST DIFFICULT THING? CHOOSING!
Some of them are only a few minutes’ drive from each other: the Provençal 9-hole and Biot’s 18-hole, the 18-hole Grande Bastide and the Tour d’Opio 9-hole, the 9 and 18-hole
Saint Donat and the Claux Amic 18-hole. Each has its particularities which allow you to change pleasures and technicalities according to your desires and timing. The Provençal
is central, urban, very quickly accessible. The course is compact, it can be played relatively quickly… for all levels. Its practice is also very handy. A stone’s throw away, a change
of scene with the Biot course, the maritime, which stretches out along the Brague. This 4500m- long 18-hole is quite flat, with no major obstacles, but it is unusual with its
raised greens. Similarly, while the Grande Bastide is a quite extensive and open contemporary course, the Tour d’Opio, in the village, is ideal for working on your close game.
It is also easy to play at Saint Donat, in the midst of Grasse’s plants, a tight course which requires good technique, before going to Claux Amic, a hilly course in the foothills of
the mountain…
17

MANDELIEU-LA NAPOULE

OLD COURSE CANNES-MANDELIEU: the legend

It is one of the four oldest golf courses in France. Since it opened in the 19th century, it has become a legend in the shade of its
4000 pines a short walk from the Mediterranean.
9 and 18 holes ooo Par 71 ooo Distance: 5,749 m ooo Established: 1891 ooo Designer: Harry Shapland Colt
The Old Course, now there’s a story. Forced into exile by Tsar Alexander III, Grand Duke Michael of Russia discovered the pleasure of
the greens on a trip to the Old Course of Saint-Andrews in Scotland, one of the oldest courses in the world (16th century). He took it
into his head to found the first golf course on the Côte d’Azur. And he called on Harry Shapland Colt, the father of golf course design, to
set out a 9-hole, the “Grand Duke.” From then on, all the crowned heads of Europe were eager to try it out. Prince Bertil of Sweden and
King Leopold of Belgium were appointed honorary presidents. The Duke and Duchess of Windsor took tea at the clubhouse. Later, after
the Second World War, movie stars, such as Jerry Lewis and Sean Connery, also liked to come to watch the competitions amongst other
things. After belonging to the Barrière group, which with Marino Vagliano, a former golf champion, had extended it to an 18-hole course, a
former Saint-Étienne and Nice footballer, Francis Camerini, bought the club in 1997. Today, still owned by his family, the Old Course offers
two courses, the historic “Grand Duke” and the more recent 18-hole course, which are situated on either side of the Siagne, a river the
golfers have to cross by ferry. With its particular configuration, in the middle of thousands of dense pines, the 18-hole requires precision
and dexterity. Each year, it also hosts some of the most prestigious competitions of the Côte d’Azur. www.golfoldcourse.com

MANDELIEU-LA NAPOULE

RIVIERA GOLF DE BARBOSSI: the artistic

It is the only course on the Côte d’Azur to have a permanent collection of 22 contemporary original sculptures along the course.
Located at the foot of the Estérel, it combines art, nature and sport marvellously…
18 holes ooo Par 71 ooo Distance: 5369 m ooo Established: 1991 ooo Designer: Robert Trent Jones Senior ooo Handicap: 36
Designed by one of the world’s most renowned course designers, the American Robert Trent Jones Senior, this 18-hole course was
inaugurated in 1991. Since then, the de Barbossi estate, the biggest private estate on the Côte d’Azur at 1350 hectares, was bought in 2008
by the Franco-Lebanese businessman, Iskandar Safa, Barbossi, is a golf course, stables, a tennis club, a well-known wine estate and an
open-air museum, all at once. The golf course itself extends over 65 hectares, stretching between 4 lakes, the Riou de l’Argentière river,
venerable cork-oaks, maritime pines, olive trees and mimosas, bunkers, undulating greens. Here the challenge is to place your drive well.
The course is designed to be technical, strategic and tactical at the same time, but still remains accessible to golfers of all abilities. And
in the middle… sculptures by renowned artists like Georges Boisgontier, known as “the sculptor of time,” the extraordinary sculptor from
Nice, Max Cartier, the sculptor of columns, Jean-Claude Fahri, and the adopted son of St. Tropez, Gérard Le Roux.
www.domainedebarbossi.fr/riviera-golf
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MOUGINS

ROYAL MOUGINS GOLF RESORT: the demanding

It is the work of the designer of some 250 golf courses in more than 20 countries, Robert von Hagge. Established in 1993, this
semi-private course attracts golfers in search of technical sophistication.
18 holes ooo Par 7 1 ooo Distance: 6,004m ooo Established: 1993 ooo Designer: Robert von Hagge ooo Handicap: 28M / 32W
Ideally located a few minutes from Cannes, this 75-hectare estate has become in a few years, driven by its owner, a jewel among French
courses and a benchmark Resort in Europe, for the quality of its course, its conserved natural environment, and also its high-level
services. The world-renowned American designer of golf courses, Robert von Hagge, made it a course which is known to be demanding.
The Royal Mougins Golf has become a golf benchmark in Europe and was furthermore named in the World Golf Awards in the category,
France’s Best Golf Hôtel 2016. Reserved principally for its members and their guests, the course also welcomes guests of the hotel and
other golfers by booking a green-fee, up to a maximum of five rounds a year. The course, which requires good planning of your round
and a focused game, has no less than 60 bunkers and seven water features. The most beautiful hole is unarguably the second, called
“The Angel’s Leap,” a Par 3 with a 30-metre drop which falls to a green surrounded by water. The most technical is the ninth, a long Par 4,
where it takes two very precise strokes to reach the undulating raised green. www.royalmougins.fr

MOUGINS

GOLF COUNTRY CLUB CANNES-MOUGINS: the private

It is a private course which for a long time was considered the reserve of members alone. The Country Club Cannes-Mougins is
looking to develop opportunities for golfers passing through while retaining the spirit of a members’ club.
18 holes ooo Par 72 ooo Distance: 6370m ooo Established: 1923 ooo Designer: Harry Colt (1923), Peter Allis and Dave Thomas (1977),
Mackenzie and Ebert (2015)
The Cannes Country Club was born in 1923 at the instigation of famous founder-members such as the Aga Khan, Prince Pierre of Monaco
and Baron Edouard de Rothschild. It was then the holiday resort of golfers of English high society. In 1977, it became a private company
which has since belonged to its 500 shareholder-members. In 1978, British designers Peter Alliss and Dave Thomas redesigned the course
to modernise it. It was then the only private course on the Côte d’Azur. In 2015, designers Mackenzie and Ebert gave it a 3rd lease of life, a
long course, in a wooded environment, at the heart of the Valmasque Natural Park. It is crossed by the little twisting tributary of the river
Brague, the Bouillide, and punctuated by numerous water obstacles. The fourteenth is possibly the most tricky. It is a long par 5 lined by
cypress trees, with a fairway along the riverside and an approach to the green slightly offset to the left. This club is primarily a members’
club. But for a few years now it has been developing its welcome for a lucky few visitors.
One of the challenges of the club, has been to take on an “SRE” approach, (Social Responsibility for Enterprises) which aims to reconcile
economic performance, respect of the environment, social progress and social responsibility. It was the first golf course in the South of
France to achieve this standard in 2016. www.golfcannesmougins.com
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GRASSE

GOLF COUNTRY CLUB DE SAINT DONAT: the essential

In the land of perfumes, in an environment of magnolias, jasmines, umbrella pines, and venerable oaks, the Saint Donat course is
a concentration of species and know-how.
9 and 18 holes ooo Par 71 ooo Distance: 6,031m ooo Established: 1993 ooo Designer: Robert Trent Jones Jr.
It saw the blossoming of one of the best current French golfers, Romain Langasque, who came from the Saint Donat Golf Academy, a
benchmark for the development of French golfers. 25 years ago, this course was designed thanks to the coming together of professionals
in their sectors: the Californian designer, Robert Trent Jones Jr., and Michel Benedetti, owner of the site, director of a public works and
golf course construction company. They designed a quite compact course (5857 metres, Par 72), very varied, precise, traversed by the
Mourachonne, a tributary of the river Siagne, which cuts through the fairways. At Saint Donat, there is a very American “target golf” spirit,
the signature of the Trent Jones family, a large water feature shared by the tenth and eighteenth. It’s a course which demands precision
above all, one of the necessary qualities of this sport. In particular, the first holes steer between little mounds, trees, river and welldefended greens like the third, the most difficult with its island green. The fifteenth, crossed by the Mourachonne, very tight, plunges
down towards one of the arms of the river in front of the green. Saint Donat is also a shop-window for the Benedetti group’s know-how.
The course is equipped with the latest technologies as regards watering and drainage for optimum water-management. Use of organic
fertiliser is also part of this ecologically responsible approach. The 18-hole course is accompanied by a compact 9-hole of 695 metres,
Par 27 which is designed to be a good training ground for rookies and enthusiasts alike. www.golfsaintdonat.com

CABRIS

GOLF DU CLAUX AMIC: the tactical

Only a few minutes from Grasse, the Claux Amic course can be experienced as a retreat at the heart of the mountain. On a steeply
sloping landscape, this very tactical course is ideal for those who like to play in a natural setting.
18 holes ooo Par 72 ooo Distance: 5,874m ooo Established: 1992 ooo Designer: Jean-Pascal Fourès
At an altitude of 500m, a former 19th century hunting estate bounded by a stone wall, ideal refuge for deer, the Claux Amic offers a
natural and technical experience. A good reason why golfers of all abilities like to go there. Established in 1992, then bought in 1998 by
the Contini family, already owners of the Château de Taulane course, the Claux Amic underwent major works before its re-opening in
2013. French designer, Jean-Pascal Fourès, had difficulty positioning the fairways on this rocky land, punctuated with cork-oaks and pines.
This undulating 18-hole course, where there is little water, is considered to be a course where tactics and technique pay off better than
power, with very narrow fairways, difficult rough, many dips and sandpits. Here, therefore, the watchword is precision. Otherwise, balls are
easily lost in the surroundings. It also provides golfers with several lavish panoramas. The third plunges towards the Bay of Cannes and
the Lérins Islands, the sixth tee faces the Estérel massif. www.claux-amic.com
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CHÂTEAUNEUF DE GRASSE

GOLF DE LA GRANDE BASTIDE: the contemporary

Playable all year round, the Golf de La Grande Bastide has belonged to the Open Golf Club chain since 2003. A modern course, it
is designed to be accessible to golfers of all abilities and at the same time a technical challenge.
18 holes ooo Par 72 ooo Distance: 5,929m ooo Established: 1990 ooo Designer: Cabell Robinson
This 18-hole course is today listed as a 4-star (out of 5) on Golf Stars, the official classification guide for French and European courses. It
was laid out in 1990 by Club Med, which called on the American designer, Cabell Robinson, a disciple of Robert Trent Jones, known for his
contemporary course sometimes adorned with fountains, on the flat side, compact, open, with broad fairways, without long complicated
connections, this is the signature of the designer, a target golf enthusiast. The original approach from which this sport developed is
still part of the DNA at this club. Its seven water features, rolling greens protected by 83 bunkers attract so many experienced golfers.
Look at the approach to the fifteenth green encircled by three water features, on a quite short hole where the fairway turns left in a
dog leg. Or, the most difficult, the fourth, the longest hole with a green that is complicated to reach. There is also a lot to see on this
course: the eighteenth and its arrival at a water feature and its jet fountain facing the clubhouse terrace, along the fourth with a view
of the surrounding villages, perched according to Provençale tradition, the fifteenth and its water features… www.opengolfclub.com/
grandebastide

PAYS DE GRASSE OPIO

VALBONNE RESORT: a historic course

Its Roman aqueduct, its 17th-century country house, its venerable trees, its fifty years of existence, make this course one which
draws its special spirit from history.
18 holes ooo Par 72 ooo Distance: 5,738m ooo Established: 1966 ooo Designer: Donald Harradine
The Opio Valbonne course, like the nearby Grande Bastide, joined the Open Golf Club chain in 2001, the leading group in the high-end
golfs-hotel sector, with sixteen golf destinations, in France, Portugal, Italy, Spain, Benelux, Switzerland… This course was designed in 1966
on 220 hectares by the English grandmaster of course design, Donald Harradine, a 20th century European benchmark. He had the skill
to design lines which seem simple, in perfect harmony with the environment, but difficult to play. This designer was particularly known
to excel in the design and construction of courses with terrain or budget problems. At the time, there were not so many courses on the
Côte d’Azur. This unique site, where the first hole is only 100m from the Château de la Bégude, a 4-star hotel, constructed in the pure
classical style of the Grand Siècle, soon developed a reputation. In the dense vegetation, squeezed in by the Bégude river bed which
tangles with the fairways on half of the course, the course is known to be quite technical. Some holes particularly require method and
tactics. It’s certainly the case for the blind sixth tee towards a broad fairway then a raised green, the 11th green, known as the glacier, a
windy corridor in winter, or the fifteenth and sixteenth which seem embedded in elms and hackberries overlooked by the remains of
the aqueduct. From the purchase in 2002, major improvement works on the Golf & Resort have been carried out. The hotel went from
3 to 4 stars and from 33 to 44 rooms, a famous chef is now in charge of the kitchens, the course has been completely re-worked without
losing its identity for the ultimate pleasure of the players (supervised by the designer, Robert Berthet) and the shop is brand new. www.
golfopiovalbonne.com
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VALBONNE

VICTORIA GOLF CLUB: the technical 9-hole

This 9-hole is classed as a 3–star in its category by Golf Stars. It provides all obstacles to play so that players of all abilities can
improve their technique.
9 holes ooo Par 34 ooo Distance: 2,942m ooo Established: 1986 ooo Designer: Michel Gayon ooo Handicap: 54
Based in the Val Martin Park in Valbonne Sophia Antipolis, former headquarters of a spa resort with cleansing waters high in iron, and
nowadays also home to a hiking path. This course came into being 30 years ago from the desk of the well-known French designer, Michel
Gayon who designed courses in France and internationally: la Baule International Resort, the Tunis Bay Resort, both 27-holes, the Dakar
Golf Club and Andernos Golf Club, 18 -holes… Between 1986 and 1994, it was operated by Jean-Claude Andruet, former rally-driver, twice
champion of France. In 1994, it changed hands and became the Victoria Golf Club. This 9-hole, on an undulating piece of ground, offers a
very technical course, with bunkers and several judiciously placed water features. It demands the golfers play straight down the middle to
avoid the hollows, the sharp dips in some fairways and the surrounding forest. To play this course, you have to be able to play off a slope
and blind, avoid the hazards on the course (water, bunkers, the forest). The major challenge of this course commences at the start… The
first hole is, indeed, considered the most difficult. It’s a 370m Par 4 with a raised green and a bunker on the downhill side. The seventh
hole is definitely the most beautiful. From the tee, there is an exceptional view of the ponds and the forest and it’s downhill all the way
to a water hazard which complicates tactical decisions. www.victoria-golfclub.com

PAYS DE GRASSE

GOLF DE LA TOUR D’OPIO: the village

Situated within the confines of the village of Opio at the heart of the Club Med estate, this compact course with a view of the
Valbonne plateau is an excellent course to work on your close game…
9 holes ooo Par 30 ooo Distance: 1,301m ooo Established: 2005 ooo Designer: Cabell Robinson
It came from the imagination of the American designer, Cabell Robinson, from the school of the golf design genius, Robert Trent Jones
Senior, his mentor. Robinson had previously built in France some 15 years earlier another Côte d’Azur course only a stone’s throw away,
the Grande Bastide. Charmed by the Opio site, the designer came up with this compact course on a bumpy and rocky terrain, bordered
by vines, pines and olive trees, in the middle of houses. This course thus seems to be completely Provençal. Easy for good players, short,
with fast greens, quick to get around, it has proved to be a good course for rookies to learn on. Its route, as with its geographical situation
also, is ideal for the sporty customers of the Club Med and golfers with a handicap who want to a bit less walking. The most difficult hole?
The fourth, where your ball has to pass through a tree-lined corridor before approaching a green up above. The most tactical? The eighth,
difficult to work out as you are playing blind up a hill.
www.golfy.fr/fr/golfs-reseau-golfy/240/tour-d-opio-golf-club/
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BIOT

GOLF CLUB DE BIOT: the maritime
It is one of the oldest courses on the Côte d’Azur. The Golf Club de Biot has the distinctive feature of extending all along the valley
of the Brague only two minutes from the sea.

18 holes ooo Par 67 ooo Distance: 4,511m ooo Established: 1930 ooo Designers: Peter Gannon and Percy Boomer
Created by two well-known English designers, Peter Gannon and Percy Boomer (nicknamed the magician of the swing), what was then
the Bastide du Roy course opened its doors in 1930. The Riviera was already a holiday destination much prized by all of the aristocracy
of Europe and the rich golfing riche clientele of all of Europe hurried to this new course. Between the wars, it was the King of Sweden,
Gustave V, who was its honorary President. Since then, the club has worn the blue and yellow colours of Sweden. This course, overlooked
by the perched village of Biot, was laid out along the Brague, a river which supplies the workshops of the city of glassmakers. The course
of the Brague runs alongside and cuts through the fairways. The designers came up with quite a flat course, without major problems. It is
still quite typical with its raised greens to protect them from floods. The ubiquitous water requires well-judged play.
In March 2006, the club changed owners and its name. It then became the Golf Club de Biot. Since then, renovation works have been
carried out, first of all on the course and the surroundings, then in 2008, on the tees and fairways, and the laying out of a putting green and
a practice area. Soon, the first practice area on the Côte d’Azur will be inaugurated, with 15 covered and heated stalls. www.golfdebiot.fr

BIOT

LE PROVENÇAL GOLF: the accessible
Ideally located at Sophia Antipolis, this 9-hole course is just what a golfer in a hurry needs. For those who have only a little time
to play the game they love. But not only for them…

9 holes ooo Par 35 ooo Distance: 2,590m ooo Established: 2003 ooo Designer: Michel Niedbala ooo Handicap: 54
This is a young course, only 14 years old. It was designed in 2003 by one of the great names of sustainable course design and development,
Michel Niedbala. This designer, who has completed more than 25 golf complexes across the world, values the natural environment as
a sports leisure space. His work is at the origin of the environmental benchmarking of golf developments in Italy. So, Le Provençal is
considered to be one of the most beautiful 9-holes in France, in the centre of town, with a view of the Alps and the hinterland of Nice.
Mildly undulating, the course is suitable for all abilities. Its location, in the town centre, 5 minutes from the motorway makes it quickly
and easily accessible. Golfers who are counting their time can complete a round in two hours. So, it has many advantages. It is no accident
that some professionals have chosen it as their training course. Benoit Ducolombier, the national coach, and Jean-François Lucquin, have
done so and use it to coach several players on the European circuit: Gwladys Nocera, Romain Langasque, Adrien Saddier, Julien Guerrier
and Valentine Derrey. www.leprovencalgolf.com
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LA TURBIE

MONTE-CARLO GOLF CLUB: the historic

Over a century old, it was the 27th golf course laid out in France, the 2nd oldest on the Côte d’Azur, after Cannes Mandelieu. It is
both a mountain course, at 900m, as well as a seaside course, looking over the Mediterranean.
18 holes ooo Par 71 ooo Distance: 2,942m ooo Established: 1911 ooo Designer: Willie Park Jr
Inaugurated in 1911, it was the English community holidaying in Monte-Carlo which convinced the Société des Bains de Mer to meet
the challenge: build an 18-hole course on a hillside. The SBM, then in charge of the management of leisure activities in the Principality,
entrusted the design to Willie Park Jr, an Englishman who was one of the very first golf professionals, designer of a total of 170 courses.
At the end of the Second World War, the Monegasque, Jean-Charles Rey relaunched the course with great pros like Henry Cotton, Max
Faulkner and Robert Halsal, then between the 70s and 90s, by staging again the Open Professionnel de Monte-Carlo, a European Tour
tournament, in which the best players in the world took part. Prince Pierre, father of Prince Rainier, was the President, and modernised
it by building a 6,000 m3 buried pool and two new holes. The course requires great precision with little narrow holes, climbs, descents,
dog-legs, tight greens, requiring blind strokes. Set out by Cotton, the thirteenth is historic: it plunges through the scrubland. The outward
holes, like the fourth plunge down to the sea and the Principality. For its centenary, the club made some modifications to bring the
course up to modern standards. Many stars passing through the region have played here and come back for more: Sylvester Stallone,
Michael Douglas, Jack Nicholson, Rafael Nadal, Roger Federer… fr.montecarlosbm.com/bien-etre-sport/loisirs/monte-carlo-golf-club/

NICE

GOLF COUNTRY CLUB DE NICE: the compact urban
Just beside the Nice Lingostière shopping centre, ten minutes from Nice Airport, this compact course established 30 years ago
is both accessible and practical…

9 holes ooo Par 27 ooo Distance: 638m ooo Established: 1986 ooo Designer: Robert Berthet
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You want to relax in less than an hour? Nothing could be simpler! The Golf Country Club de Nice course is a compact 9-hole of 638m Par
27 which is designed to be friendly and accessible in every sense of the word. It was designed in 1986 by Robert Berthet, golf teacher and
architect, a member of the Paris school of architecture. This French designer, who designed or remodelled 45 courses, was also involved
in the major works carried out on the Opio Valbonne course in 2002. He designed the Nice course in the same way as the others he was
in charge of. For him, a golf course should be conceived of as another tool for carrying out city planning, for example rehabilitation of
landfill sites, quarries and abandoned sites. For this designer, the choice of landscape themes is also a means of improving the site and
making it unique. Therefore, here in Nice, this 9-hole, on the road to the ski resorts, was designed to have a slightly undulating terrain,
between bunkers and a water hazard surrounded by tall weeping willows. It is suited to both rookies and low handicappers trying to
improve their game. The most experienced players can work on their sand wedge approach shots and putting. Its big advantage? Its
27-stall covered driving range with 11 illuminated stalls. It is also registered for ranking competitions up to an index of 26.5, when it is
played as a 6-hole. www.golf-club-nice.com

VALBERG

VALBERG GOLF CLUB: the mountain

At an altitude of 1,700m, this municipal 9-hole opened only 10 years ago. The climb involved in playing it makes it a course to
match its site: a physical and technical mountain course.
9 holes ooo Par 34 ooo Distance: 2,318m ooo Established: 2007 ooo Designer: Olivier Dongradi
The community of Valberg called on a specialist in mountain courses, Olivier Dongradi, to design its course. Because it seemed essential
to retain all the natural magic of this location. It was, therefore, a very “green” 9-hole which came into being in 2007. The course uses the
natural slope of the terrain to the full. With the result that your feet are never level with the ball… You need to know how to vary the height
of your grip on the club handle…. Here, there are no fences, no obstacles to the environment. The golfer plays, then, in an open setting,
facing the peaks, and may often meet wild animals: deer, foxes, boar… As part of our approach which is respectful of the environment,
to limit water consumption only the greens and tees are watered regularly from a spring, everything else is watered by the occasional
summer storms. And only organic products are used to maintain the soil. This mountain course is, therefore, one which requires physical
fitness and technique. The climb of more than 200m over a course of more than 4,000m (including the walk between holes) requires a
good fitness level for lovers of hiking. Golf carts are also 100% electric of course… The fourth hole is both the most beautiful and the most
technically demanding. It offers a 360° panorama from Mont Mounier to Saint-Honorat, from the Mercantour to the Argentera. It is played
on a little hillock with a very narrow green and the hole on the downhill side, often windy… www.valberggolfclub.com

AURON

AURON MOUNTAIN GOLF: the rustic

A new version of the Auron course came into being in June. Up from 6 to 9 holes, it still retains its rustic spirit.
9 holes ooo Par 27 ooo Distance: 920m ooo Established: 2017
At the gates of the Mercantour National Park, at 1,650m of altitude, the new Auron Golf Mountain course extends over the ski slopes of
the Auron resort. The old 6-hole public course, the Golf d’Auron, constructed by the St-Etienne-de-Tinée community and the mixed
enterprise company of the Cimes du Mercantour just after 2000 was given a makeover and became a compact 9-hole over 920m. Reopened in June, it still has to undergo some finishing work this autumn so it can offer a quality course in these mountainous surroundings.
It is a mix of magic and mountain rusticity. It goes without saying that this course is only open in the summer season, from June to the end
of October. Technically, with its many slopes which easily deflect balls, it requires great precision. As the golfers who know it say, “If you
can play in Auron, you can play anywhere.” The trickiest hole is the fourth. You tee off into a wooded corridor requiring a straight drive,
then you continue to climb with the impossible selection of the right club. The signature hole, an easy enough one to play, it’s got to be
the fifth, which puts the golfer in a sublime landscape facing the ski station and the peaks of the mountain chain on the Italian border at
3,000m. Teeing off on the peaceful level, the ball has to fly over a low-set hole and the golfer has to take on a 30m climb.
www.auron.com/golf
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VAR

THE COURSES OF THE
A Fine Complement

There are no less than fifteen registered courses in the Var to include in any panorama of the courses
of the Côte d’Azur. Seaside, country and mountain courses, the courses of the Var are many and varied.
From Saint-Raphaël to Saint-Maximin-la-Sainte-Baume, from Saint-Cyr-sur-Mer to Draguignan, the
most distant less than 2 hours from Cannes, the courses of the Var also enjoy a peerless climate and
environment. They are opportunities for golfers looking for new sensations to vary the courses without
travelling too far. Of course, there is Terre Blanche and Château Taulane, the renowned courses near the
Alpes-Maritimes. But Barbaroux at Brignoles, a tactical (with the longest green in Europe) in the heart
of the Green Provence with its vines, is also worthy of note, Blue Green at Sainte-Maxime, the only 18hole course open in the Gulf of Saint-Tropez, a technical course looking over the legendary Gulf, Saint
Endréol to La Motte, a course to be tamed as those in the know say, born from the desire of a Japanese
businessman who fell in love with the Dracénie, and then Blue Green, l’Estérel at Saint-Raphaël, from the
drawing board of Trent Jones Sr, a course designed to be a tourist attraction…

The other

Golf Courses of the Var:
Beauvallon in Grimaud, Cap Estérel in Saint-Raphaël, Dolce Fregate in Saint-Cyr/
Bandol, Roquebrune in Roquebrune-sur-Argens, Gassin Golf Country Club, SainteBaume in Nans-les-Pins, Valcros in la Londe-les-Maures, Valgare in La Garde
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LA MARTRE

GOLF DU CHÂTEAU DE TAULANE: the first Player

Opened in 1992, this course is the first French creation of the South African golf star come designer, Gary Player. It is ranked
25th in the Top 100 Golf Courses in France.
18 holes ooo Par 72 ooo Distance: 6,222m ooo Established: 1992 ooo Designer: Gary Player
The Château de Taulane, and its course, now there’s a story. Right beside the Route Napoléon, at the heart of the Prealps, this château
was built in 1760 on 340 hectares of pinewood by Louis-Auguste de Lisle Taulane, officer in Louis XV’s navy. Opened in 1992, the Château
de Taulane course had a previous design by Sir Thomas Henry Cotton, the British golfer come designer. At the end of the 80s, Mario
Contini, an Italian businessman who made his money in oil, a golf enthusiast, bought the Taulane estate. He entrusted the 18-hole project
to his friend, Gary Player, the first of two courses he designed in France, along with the Gassin Golf and Country Club, also known as the
Golf Club Saint-Tropez. In Taulane he designed a “butterfly” course of 120 hectares, considered to be an honest course without traps.
This course is made up of several water features to spice it up. The double pool, bordering the third and fifth fairways, can be daunting
to some players. Another, by the ninth and eighteenth double green, is a real ball-magnet. These two holes, which are together opposite
the chateau, are both the distinctive feature and the main difficult part of the course. The viewpoints are also part of the experience: near
the twelfth green and the thirteenth tee, Mount Lachens, the highest peak in the Var, is in the line of sight. At an altitude of 1,000m, the
Golf du Château de Taulane is only open seven months a year, between April and October. www.chateau-taulane.com

TOURRETTES

TERRE BLANCHE HOTEL SPA GOLF RESORT: top 1

Selected in 2017 as best European Golf Resort by Golf World UK and Golf Digest USA. In the hinterland of the Var, 35 minutes
from Cannes, this golf site has acquired a reputation for excellence in little more than ten years.
18 holes ooo Par 72 ooo Distance: “Le Château” 6,616m, “Le Riou” 6,005m ooo Established: 2004 ooo Designer: Dave Thomas ooo Handicap: 35 or less
At Terre Blanche, former property of Sean Connery, everything has been designed in a high-quality spirit. In 2014, it had already been
named “Best European Golf Resort” in the World Golf Awards, the most prestigious award in golf tourism terms. Its two 18-hole courses
were laid out by Welshman, Dave Thomas, former European Tour player, winner of the French Open in 1959. “The Riou”, a technical course,
is reserved for the hotel’s members and clients while “Le Château” is more sporty and open to green-fees. Here, the David Leadbetter
Academy, can be found, the most famous in the world, the Biomecaswing centre, a leading applied biomechanical research centre for
the European Golf Tour, a 64-stall driving range, 4 outdoor putting greens and approach greens, and an indoor putting green. Its training
centre which is unique in the world, the Albatros Golf Performance Center, has high tech equipment to study in detail the movement of
any golfer and improve their performance. The greatest golfers in the world come to prepare here. It is still as much of a treat for those
who are less dedicated. Terre Blanche, in its verdant setting, is also a gastronomic place of pilgrimage. The chef, Philippe Jourdin, is in
charge of Faventia, a Michelin-starred restaurant. www.terre-blanche.com
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ROQUEBRUNE-SUR-ARGENS

GOLF DE ROQUEBRUNE RESORT: the challenger

18 holes ooo Par 71 ooo Distance: 5,897m ooo Established: 2009 ooo Designer: Michel Gayon
Golf enthusiasts, the Delli-Zotti family, from Saint-Raphaël, known in civil engineering and wine-growing, bought the Roquebrune-surArgens course in 2007 and invested heavily in it. Today, it is part of the very exclusive club of French five-star courses which has only 9
members. The excellence and quality of the course are well known. A haven of peace, it has an unbeatable panorama of the Mediterranean
and the massif des Maures. With its 40 bunkers and 6 water features, the distance, 5,897 m, is less important than precision. The resort
includes restaurants, a 5-star hotel and the “5 Mondes” spa. www.golfderoquebrune.com

MOTTE-EN-PROVENCE

SAINT ENDRÉOL GOLF & SPA RESORT: the "Nippon"

18 holes ooo Par 72 ooo Distance: 5,883m ooo Established: 1992 ooo Designer: Michel Gayon
Designed in 1992 by Michel Gayon, golfer and designer, this 18-hole course located at La Motte-en-Provence rolls out beneath your feet in
complete peace, along the river Endre, which gave its name to the estates. The only course of the Dracénie, this undulating course which
can prove to be a physical challenge, provides players of all abilities a spectacular course in the wilderness, offering superb panoramas.
The famous thirteenth hole has to be picked out, an impressive dive down to a green positioned on the water! The residence and the
Spa also invite golfers to extend this moment of well-being… www.st-endreol.com

SAINT-RAPHAËL

GOLF BLUE GREEN L’ESTÉREL: the general public

18 holes ooo Par 70 ooo Distance: 5,585m ooo Established: 1989 ooo Design: Trent Jones Sr
Located at the heart of the upmarket district of Valescure in Saint-Raphaël, this course, inaugurated 30 years ago aspires to bring on
new golfers, old and young. With 18 and 9-hole courses, it works on a policy of opening this sport up to everyone, and has 45,000 rounds
a year. All while retaining a deeply rooted members’ club spirit. Literally carved out in the midst of venerable trees, pine and oak, its
strength lies in that it is both flat, so physically easy, but difficult to play, with water hazards and complicated sloping greens.
www.esterel.bluegreen.com

NANS-LES-PINS

GOLF DE LA SAINTE-BAUME: the Provençal

18 holes ooo Par 72 ooo Distance: 6062m ooo Established: 1988 ooo Designer: Robert Berthet
Neighbouring the Bouches-du-Rhône, this Nans-les-Pins course, with its 18th-century country house, is at the foot of one of the natural
jewels of Provence, the massif de la Sainte Baume, a paradise for hikers. This 18-hole course is suited to all playing abilities. Play situations
are very varied here with water features, such as a pool, mini-beaches of sand, raised tees and greens, and vast, rolling greens. At Sainte
Baume, judicious club selection and the right power in the stroke, are keys to a successful round. www.golfsaintebaume.com
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SAINTE-MAXIME

GOLF BLUE GREEN SAINTE-MAXIME: the tourist

18-hole ooo Par 72 ooo Distance: ,5847m ooo Established: 1991 ooo Designers: Peter and Don Harradine
It is the only 18-hole course which opens onto the Gulf of Saint-Tropez. If this course is forever increasing in popularity, it is because of
its remarkable location on the heights of the town, looking down onto the sea. It’s also because of its very attractive pricing policy. The
course is physically difficult and technical with one very flat part, another which is very sloping… as well as breath-taking views of the
whole bay, and the hinterland. www.sainte-maxime.bluegreen.com

BRIGNOLES

BARBAROUX GOLF COURSE: the strategic

18-hole ooo Par 72 ooo Distance: 6,068m ooo Established: 2001 ooo Designers: Pete Dye and Paul Burke Dye
En plein cœur de la Provence Verte, à quelques kilomètres de Brignoles, ce golf de 18 trous et 6068 m de long se mérite. Les golfeurs At
the heart of the Green Provence, a few kilometres from Brignoles, this 18-hole, 6068m long course does not come easy. Golfers travel
far to try to tame it. The Barbaroux is known for its high level of technicality. Playing there is a challenge to be met. Each hole can be
considered an adventure: on the hillsides, six vast water features, numerous dunes, a 4m high bunker, a 69m green, the longest in Europe,
diagonal fairways, vines and trees to play over… www.barbaroux.com

SAINT-CYR-SUR-MER

DOLCE FREGATE PROVENCE: the innovative

9 and 18 holes ooo Par 29 and 72 ooo Distance: 1,700m and 6,210m ooo Established: 1992 ooo Designer: Ronald
This course, located between Marseilles and Toulon lies between the vines of Bandol and the Mediterranean. With 9 and 18-hole courses,
and panoramic views of the sea, it is therefore ideal for all playing abilities in a picture postcard setting. Thanks to its abundant biodiversity,
the club offers an original round combining golf and exploration of the flora and fauna. The Dolce Fregate Provence also recently opened
the first Handigolf school in the Var and a very innovative teaching institute based on neuroscience.
www.dolcefregate-golf-provence.com
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There are almost sixty-five courses across the six departments in the Provence Alpes Côte d’Azur region. That’s 10% of all the
courses in France. What makes them so special? It’s that they provide every kind of panorama possible, on every kind of course.
A tenth of French courses are located in the Provence Alpes Côte d’Azur region. Of the five oldest courses established in France,
two saw the light of day by the Mediterranean, Cannes Mandelieu in 1891 and Valescure en 1895. It goes without saying that this
region lends itself to golf with an amount of sunshine unequalled elsewhere in the country.

PROVENCE ALPES
CÔTE D’AZUR
A golf destination of choice!

Number of golf clubs,
including 6-hole compacts
Bouches-du-Rhône: 19
Alpes-Maritimes: 18
Var: 18
Vaucluse: 4
Alpes-de-Haute-Provence: 3
Hautes-Alpes: 2
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Bénédicte Alzati
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What makes this destination special, is that it offers every possible environmental
option: clubs in the foothills and the mountains, right in the countryside, by the
sea, as well as urban courses which are quickly accessible. And the vast majority
of them are located less than three hours away from each other between Nice
and Avignon. Thanks to the diversity of landscapes in the Provence Alpes Côte
d’Azur region, each course has been designed to match its terrain: more open
for rookies, very technical and tactical on uneven ground for the best players.
From compact 6-holes to 2x18-holes, from the municipal club to the very
high-end private club, the family club to the networkers’ club, golfers have an
extensive range to choose from. And many of these courses offer complete
holiday deals: golf of course, as well as accommodation, spas….

Photo Credit:Royal Mougins Golf Resort &SPA - Golfer Julie Aimé.
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LEARNING
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Courses, private and group lessons, teaching workshops, coaching, every course
provides an introduction and further training in their schools and academies,
practice ranges, with on-site teachers. That’s the case at Provençal Golf in
Biot, amongst others, which organises courses and classes for adults as well as
children. Its Académie école de Golf has 78 children between 5 and 16 years. It is
even a registered “Ecole de golf FFGolf” awarded by the French Golf Federation,
with a charter of golf development in terms of training, talent-spotting policy
and selection, competition organisation, preparation for entry to the Prospect
Pôle in Antibes, use of the federation’s evaluation tools. The Golf Country Club
de Saint Donat is consider to be the biggest training school. It has 140 children
under 18 years among its students, courses open to visitors are regularly on offer.

Terre Blanche in Tourrettes is also keen to open
golf to all. Over and above being accessible to all
schoolchildren in the region, the David Leadbetter
Academy is open to all, whatever age or ability,
with cutting-edge techniques and equipment.
For youngsters between 5 and 17 years, the golf is
supervised by the pros of the Leadbetter Academy
with a Junior programme which includes one and
a half hours of training a week outside school
holidays, as well as access to the training centre all

ADULTS AND CHILDREN

LEARN GOLF ON THE CÔTE D’AZUR

At
Mandelieu-La
Napoule,
the teacher at Riviera Golf de
Barbossi, Jérémie Felenc, has put
in place the Golf Training Concept,
an innovative programme for
8-year olds, through monthly
meetings, 3- and 5-day courses,
personal lessons. The Côte d’Azur
Card also gives you access to this.
At Royal Mougins, the Prime Golf
Academy is directed by Stéphane
Damiano, a renowned golf coach,
ex-coach of Victor Dubuisson.
Courses there have an original
concept “Golf & Life Style” as well
as private lessons for all abilities
and ages… and detailed analysis
of your swing In the Golf Studio
Performance equipped with the
latest technologies.

With around 30 courses in the region, with practice ranges and schools, access
to this sport for beginners, children or adults, is very easy. You only have to
give it a go...

ONE YEAR TO GOLF – From 1 September, 2017 to 1 October, 2018

In September, 2018, France will host the Ryder Cup for the first time in its history, the biggest team golf competition in the world. On this occasion, the French Golf Federation
and its clubs are launching ONE YEAR TO GOLF, an operation on the national scale to introduce golf to everyone. To make France’s hosting of the Ryder Cup 2018 a great
popular celebration and a moment to share for all French people, the FFG and its clubs invite all who want to come and try golf for free from September, 2017.
So, in the Alpes-Maritimes around fifteen courses will be taking part in this event in the colours of the Ryder Cup.
Beginners of all ages will be able to have an introduction to golf, discover the game’s pleasures and find out everything about the world of
the little white ball!
To find the nearest club to your home or your holiday accommodation, nothing could be easier.
All information is on the Federation’s site: www.ffgolf.org

The FFGOLF Committee of the Alpes Maritimes is dedicated to spotting talent in the golf schools of the
area. The connecting thread for these selections and training is the organisation of a PACA Ryder Kids. Every year,
youngsters meet in the same rules of play as the Pros.
Elected for 2017- 2020, the new Chair of the departmental committee of the Fédération Française de GOLF of the
Alpes-Maritimes, Marc ROM, set out his priority as, “Golf everywhere and for everyone! Everyone can play golf at
any age. It is never too early or too late to start. It is a healthy sport, a sport naturally rooted in nature. And it is a
continuing pleasure to play and discover the many courses of the greater Côte d’Azur.”
ONEYEARTOGOLF_40x60_MASTER_vect.indd 1

10/07/2017 10:28:17
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THE AFTER-GOLF
Put together your own leisure programme on the Côte d’Azur, after a morning’s golf...

SPORT | GASTRONOMY | BEAUTY | SHOPPING | ART & CULTURE
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From the high mountain peaks of the Mercantour and the Prealps d’Azur
to the underwater depths, outdoor sport takes place in breath-taking
locations, which could not be more diverse than on the Côte d’Azur. There is
also something for everybody, for fun sports or very competitive ones, right
up to taking part in competitions: tennis, running, cycling and cyclotourism,
watersports and whitewater sports, mountain pursuits. Not forgetting
extreme sports…

SPORT

For running enthusiasts, the Côte d’Azur
is the place to be for thrilling events:
Roc d’Azur for mountain-bikers, the
Cannes half-marathon and 10km, Nice
half-marathon,
the
Alpes-Maritimes
Nice-Cannes marathon, the international
marathon of the Gulf of Saint Tropez,
Cannes international triathlon, triathlons
of Nice and Cap d’Ail, Nature Challenge
Trail across the Alpes-Maritimes, UltraTrail Côte d’Azur Mercantour, Trail
Championships of France, Nice Ironman…
There are also training courses for the
Ironman and Ultra-Trail. And Saint-MartinVésubie has become a Trail resort hosting
sportspeople preparing for their runs.

THRILLING TRAINING SESSIONS

There is, of course, canyoning for
whitewater enthusiasts, jumps and
rock-climbing. For those who dream of
flying, the La Colmiane Zipwire, one of
the longest in Europe, gets you hurtling
down 2.6km of mountain hitting 130km
per hour.
To meet the expectations of every
multisports enthusiast, new cutting-edge
facilities have opened. They welcome
amateurs and pros, for training sessions
to competition preparation: the Tennis
Academy Moratoglou at Biot Sophia
Antipolis, an academic tennis hub known
worldwide, and its Beachcomber resort, a
first for this hotel chain in Europe, Vesubia
Mountain Park, the mountain Sports
hub at Saint-Martin-Vésubie, the French
national hubs for swimming, sailing,
gymnastics, trampoline, acrosport, fin
swimming… in Antibes.

All outdoor sports are available on the Côte d’Azur.
To sharpen your physical condition or challenge yourself by
taking part in an extreme sport competition
a golfer will have a range of choices...

By 2020, the Sport-Health
campus in Mougins should
be open, driven by athletics
champion, Stéphane Diagana, a
model unique in Europe. High
level training for golfers is also
on offer. Terre-Blanche, with its
unique training centre, is the
base of Pôle France Elite, and
the Saint Donat Golf Academy,
is a benchmark for training of
French golfers.

All sports events on the site:
www.cotedazurfrance.fr
Heading: Evénements sportifs

Did you know?
Cannes is on track to be a world
benchmark for sport as “Capital of
outdoor sport.”
With more than 100km of jogging
tracks waymarked like the ski runs, an
online application “Cannes Sports”
and events such as the Cannes
International Triathlon, the AlpesMaritimes Nice-Cannes Marathon,
the 1st Cannes Urban Trail etc…
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Gastronomy on the Côte d’Azur, like
its wines, resemble the terroir and is
worthy of its name: the cuisine of the
sun. The great names of gastronomy
can’t all be wrong. They came to the
Côte d’Azur to add their personal touch
to this cuisine which enchants both
taste buds… and eyes!

GASTRONOMY

The Côte d’Azur under the Stars

Petits farcis, pissaladière, soupe au
pistou, soupe de poisson, porchetta,
aïoli, courgette flowers, socca, gnocchi,
daube… the traditional recipes of the
Côte d’Azur are many and unique.
This cuisine of the senses cannot be
prepared without the peerless produce,
from land and sea, and their palette of
colours and aromas: olives olive oils,
tomatoes, peppers, courgettes and
chard, citrus fruits, coastal or deepwater fish, aromatic herbs and garlic…
Produce which has made the name of
the numerous markets studded across
the region. Because here, every village,
has its market, its local producers.
To name only two of them, the cours
Saleya in Nice and Forville in Cannes,
rank among the finest in France, to
better understand the Mediterranean
soul in all its authenticity.

30 of our chefs earned stars in 2017. From Menton to
Mandelieu-La Napoule, it’s a great invitation to a route full
of Mediterranean flavours. In peerless locations, more often
than not endowed with panoramic views which will take your
breath away.

Wines which brook no nonsense
With a dozen estates in the region, the Côtes de Provence of the Côte d’Azur are
internationally famed. The flagship, Bellet, an exceptional adventure in taste, with
its evocative grape-varieties, Braquet and Folle Noire. As well as the production of
“grands crus” by the monks of the Abbey of Lerins on the island of Saint-Honorat,
where a few monks continue the Cistercian tradition of 16 centuries of small-scale
vinification and wines of excellence.
In the Var, the “Route du Vin” also has beautiful estates: Côtes de Provence, Vin de
Bandol and Côteaux Varois. www.routedesvinsdeprovence.com
NB: the Château de Berne in Lorgues is taking part in the Happy SPA Week Côte
d’Azur promotion. www.happyspaweek-cotedazur.com
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When the sky of the
Côte d’Azur wears
international stars
As a tribute to the iconic chef,
Roger Vergé, Les Etoiles de
Mougins Gastronomy Festival
was established in 2006. For
three days in June every year it
hosts around a hundred of the
world’s great chefs who share
recipes and their little secrets
with around 25000 visitors.

STARS TO GLORIFY THIS CUISINE
Just as the Côte d’Azur has been a source of inspiration for the greatest painters, it is and always has been for chefs, from right here and the four corners of the planet, who
have re-invented traditional recipes and showcased local produce by adding their creativity.
This cuisine was personified by one of the figures of French gastronomy, Roger Vergé, adoptive son of Mougins, who died two years ago, and brought the cuisine to a new level
of sophistication. Since then, great chefs have come to live here, inspired by such a generous terroir, such as Alain Ducasse in Monaco, at the Louis XV – Alain Ducasse at the
Hotel de Paris, the Côte d’Azur’s 3 Michelin star establishment. “It was here, in the Louis XV, at the heart of the Rivieras, that it all started 25 years ago. Meeting this area was
a turning point in my life. I tried to give back what it offered me with all my heart. All my cooking is inspired by this area which sings with the sun.”
The succession is ensured particularly by Arnaud Donckele, 3 Michelin star Chef of La Vague d’Or in Saint Tropez. The inexhaustable palette of herbs of the region is the starting
point for his creations. Like an alchemist of colours and flavours, he composes plates conceived as naturalist canvases inspired by the Mediterranean and Provence.
In 2017, seven restaurants on the Côte d’Azur earned two Michelin stars; Le Paloma in Mougins and its chef from the Var, Nicolas Decherchi, having reached the grail in 2016.
It is impossible to resist the charm of the 2-star Mirazur in Menton, and the refined and creative cuisine of its Argentine chef Mauro Colagreco, a hymn to aromatic plants,
flowers, the vegetables of his garden and the citrus fruit of the Côte d’Azur. What do you say about the 2-star Chantecler at the Hôtel Negresco in Nice and Jean-Michel
Rieubland and his sophisticated graphic dishes showing his adoration of working to the greater glory of this produce? What can you add to what’s been written about the
2-star Villa Archange and its chef Bruno Oger, already laden with stars, the maestro of le Cannet as he is known, who never stops surprising us with his talents. Only ten months
after opening his restaurant, he has already earned two Michelin stars. An exploit that only Jean-François Piège and Joël Rebuchon have pulled off.
How do you describe another great figure of fine dining on the Côte d’Azur, Christian Sinicropi from Cannes, at the controls of the 2-star Palme d’Or, located on the Croisette
in Cannes? A local chef who promotes his terroir. “I select produce from a profound terroir preferably local and with an authentic raw rustic taste. An explosion putting our
senses on alert, bringing out our primary instinct of taste, which is the essence of pleasure for the body and mind.”
All the chefs of the Côte d’Azur and the Var, with or without stars, from the terroir or not, want to continue this gastronomic tradition while bringing it up-to-date. And it’s also
to conserve this world renowned culinary heritage that the label “Cuisine Nissarde” and the “Maitres-Restaurateurs Côte d’Azur France” brand have been adopted.
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When you think about the Côte d’Azur, you think
about perfumes. All year round, the scents of
mimosa, jasmine, rose, pine and various other
species, perfume the region. In the town of Grasse,
world Capital of perfume, modern perfumery
was born three centuries ago. The International
Museum of Perfumery tells the story. All the great
names of perfumery are naturally represented,
the most famous noses who came from there and
created the most legendary perfumes.

Did you know?
The newest facility devoted
to well-being and treatments,
the ValVital Spa Resort in
Berthemont-les-Bains, with its
waters naturally rich in sulphur,
sodium and silicates. Located an
hour from Nice, at an altitude of
almost 1000m, it is unique on the
Côte d’Azur.

BEAUTY

AND WELL-BEING
« One day, Beauty which wanted to be eternal, sought a place which
would never try to avoid her. She discovered the Côte d’Azur. She moved
there and found it suited her. She has lived there ever since. » wrote
Nice’s own award-winning writer, Louis Nucera. The Côte d’Azur is a
unique setting devoted to beauty and well-being.

There are also spas in the golf resorts
of excellence: Royal Mougins and
Terre Blanche. An ideal option for
a sport and relaxation holiday. The
major world brands in well-being
and beauty have also set up shop
at the heart of the Côte d’Azur by
establishing spas by Sisley, at the
Spa Saint-Martin chosen as the best
luxury spa destination in Europe,
Payot, Cinq Mondes, Espa, Shiseido,
Maria Galland and the Fleurs de
Bach… Not forgetting the seawater
therapy centres and Thermes
Marins for a healthy recovery:
Antibes, Cannes, Villeneuve-Loubet,
Monaco. And the spa tradition is not
new, since as early as 1908, MonteCarlo inaugurated its seawater spa…

AN ODE TO THE BODY
Sensual pleasure, beauty, well-being… Since the 19th century,
alongside the great names of perfumery, establishments
devoted to beauty and well-being developed: spas, beauty
and recovery centres, seawater therapy centres and spa
resorts. There are almost thirty spas in the region. Some
are part of luxury 5-star hotels: the Majestic in Cannes, the
Réserve in Beaulieu-sur-Mer, the Cap Estel in Eze, Le Mas
Candille in Mougins, the Mas de Pierre in Saint-Paul-deVence, the Château Saint-Martin in Vence, the Métropole
and the Beach Hôtel in Monte Carlo, the Fairmont in
Monaco…
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New! Happy SPA Week

www.happyspaweek-cotedazur.com

A paradise for cinema

Primarily, this region is a great place for culture, as shown by the regard cinema holds
for it. 376 films were made on the Côte d’Azur in 2016, including 12 feature films.
2016 was also a record year for shooting foreign series. Since the Second World War,
the Côte d’Azur has been an outdoor movie set for iconic films: To Catch a Thief,
Fanfan la Tulipe, The Persuaders!, The Swimming Pool, The Big Blue, Rust and Bone,
The Snows of Kilimanjaro … James Bond films, Never Say Never Again, Golden Eye,
And God Created Woman… A dream site for filming as well as the cradle of the bestknown cinema event in the world, the Cannes Film Festival, which celebrated its 70th
year this year.

Did you know?

From April, 2018, Cannes will be the centre of a new international festival devoted
to the best in TV series: Cannes Series.

Yesterday’s cultural heritage…

Because the Côte d’Azur also inspired the greatest artists, painters, sculptors some
of whom lived here, the Côte d’Azur’s 100 museums make it second only to Paris.
All across the region can be found the signs of these artist’s presence: the Bonnard
museum at Le Cannet, the first in the world devoted to this painter, the Matisse
museum in Nice and the eponymous house in Antibes, the Chagall museum in
Nice and his tomb in Saint-Paul de Vence, the Fernand Léger museum in Biot, the
Cocteau museum in Menton, the Max Ernst-Dorothea Tanning collection in Seillans,
the Picasso museums in Antibes and Vallauris. Furthermore, some of his works are on
display at the Musée d’Art Classique in Mougins. And one of the artistic jewels of the
Côte d’Azur, is incontestably the Fondation Maeght in Saint-Paul de Vence, one of
the most important collections in Europe of paintings, sculptures and graphic works
of the 20th century (Balthus, Bonnard, Braque, Calder, Chagall, Chillida, Giacometti,
Léger, Miró, Ubac, Tal-Coat).

LAND OF EVENTS
ART & CULTURE

The greater Côte d’Azur is the most popular French tourist destination
after Paris with twenty million visitors a year. People obviously come for
lazy days, but also mainly for the many artistic and cultural events on
offer here…

THE NATIONAL SPORT MUSEUM
Established in 1963 in Paris, the National Sport Museum
moved to the Allianz Riviera stadium in Nice in 2014. More
than 45,000 objects and 400,000 documents make up one
of the biggest collections in the world.
News: Temporary Exhibition “Golf 2018”
October 2018 - February 2019
www.museedusport.fr

… And Today’s

The Côte d’Azur, is also a
continuous stage, open-air in
the summer, with a multitude
of live shows, festivals and fairs
of every kind all year round
in every corner of the region.
Every village of the Côte d’Azur
organises
events
involving
theatre, opera, circus, comedy,
music of yesteryear and of
today, from here and elsewhere.
Amongst other things it hosts
two of the oldest and most
famed jazz festivals in France,
Nice and Antibes, Ramatuelle,
where legendary international
jazzmen and the new generation
like to come and perform.
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Of palaces and of games…

The Rocher of Monaco, the Croisette,
the Cap d’Antibes, the Promenade des
Anglais, very evocative names which also
reference luxury and high-end shopping.
These legendary locations are shopwindows of the great international brands
of prêt-à-porter, jewellery, leather goods:
Chanel, Saint Laurent, Dior, Vuitton, Gucci,
Hermès, Cartier, Rolex, Chopard… It is a rare
opportunity to do some shopping along the
iconic promenades by the sea…
In September, for fans of watches “sans pareil”,
Top marques Watches of Monaco present
for its 3rd edition the most prestigious
collections world watch-making has to offer.
Luxury, also extends to innovative shopping
centres which have opened their doors to
world-famous brands and customers who
know about shopping excellence.
The Polygone Riviera in Cagnes-sur-Mer
and Cap 3000 in Saint-Laurent-du-Var are
equipped with online premium services for
this especially demanding clientele.

Did you know?
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LVMH, the world leader in luxury goods,
recently opened a perfume workshop
The Perfumed Fountains in the centre of
Grasse.

LUXURY

IN ALL ITS STATES
Very high-end shopping, palaces and their private beaches,
casinos… If there is any French region associated with
luxury, it is the Côte d’Azur. The whole world is keen to
come here to enjoy these jewels.

Luxury on the greater Côte d’Azur is, of
course, also associated with the great hotel
establishments, the Palaces with their private
beaches. Six of the 24 palaces in France (10
of which are in Paris) are on the prestigious
capes of the Côte d’Azur: the Grand Hôtel du
Cap-Ferrat in Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat and the
Cap Eden Roc in Antibes. In the Var, it is the
famous villages of Saint Tropez, Ramatuelle
and Gordes which are home to La Réserve,
The Byblos, The Château de la Messadière
and the Bastide de Gordes.
Serving these excellent hotels are around fifty
Clés d’Or, a fraternity of luxury concierges
with only 400 hand-picked members in
France, who meet the requirements of the
wealthiest clients. For lovers of gaming, 13
Casinos between Monaco and Mandelieu
complete this high-quality offer. They
appeared in the 19th century with the
development of tourism and the arrival of
wealthy families, particularly in Cannes and
Monte Carlo. Since then, the great families
of the gaming and luxury hotel worlds have
invested in this sector: Barrière, Partouche,
Tranchant.

Did you know?

The very British prêt-à-porter brand, Reiss,
popularised by Kate Middleton, opened its
first shop in France in the designer Gallery of
Polygone Riviera.

Côte d’Azur France – Golf

EXTEND
THE PLEASURE
Winter and summer, after a golf holiday, take off for a few extra days and enjoy the treasures of the Côte d’Azur.
SKI | SNOW | NATURE | SEA | SPORT | ESCAPE
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COMBINE SKIING AND GOLF:

The Big Ski Resorts of the Côte
d’Azur

UNIQUE !

Valberg, Sea view
For young and old. Linked to Beuil-Les-Launes
Isola 2000, Sea view
The “freestyle” resort of champions
Auron, Technique and authenticity

With 15 ski resorts in the Alpes-Maritimes, a golfer
can enjoy a very rare pleasure: going from skiing and
golf from one day to the next, or even a half-day of
each for the boldest.
Isola 2000, Auron, Valberg, as well as the village
resorts of the Southern Alps, Roubion, La ColmianeValdeblore, Caille-L’Audibergue…, the seasonality
of the mountains and the temperate climate of
the Mediterranean go well together. In winter, it is,
therefore, possible to ski with an unequalled amount
of sunshine, sometimes with unbeatable sea views,
and to golf easily thanks to the gentle climate of the
Côte d’Azur. Most Côte d’Azur courses are open all
year round and their soil quality permits play in any
season.
In summer, these mountain resorts provide an
opportunity to try many mountain sports (hiking,
paragliding, rock-climbing, canyoning…) as well
as golf. The villages of Valberg and Auron both
have 9-hole courses. It’s a chance to discover the
technicalities of mountain courses in magical
landscapes.

NEW!

MORE THAN SKI – VALBERG
Snow golf:

golf is not only a summer activity
in Valberg, the resort offers the chance to enjoy
Valberg Golf Club in winter with three signposted
holes in an exceptional natural environment with a
360° view over the village, the mountain ranges and
the Mercantour National Park. An unusual activity
for golf lovers! (only during school holidays).
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CÔTE D’AZUR
SNOW AND SKI

The six “Village Resorts of the Southern Alps ®”:
Caille
L’Audibergue, Sea view
Castérino, A Far-North Ambiance
La Colmiane–Valdeblore, Intimate and familial
Roubion, Sea view
Saint-Dalmas Le Selvage, The highest village in the
Alpes-Maritimes
Saint-Martin-Vésubie, The Nordic resort of the
Boréon

The other resorts
of the Alpes-Maritimes
- Arrive quickly and safely. The ski resorts of the Côte d’Azur
are 90 minutes from the sea.
- Sea views from the ski slopes… of 6 resorts! What makes
the landscapes of the ski resorts of the Côte d’Azur unique
lies in the fact that skiers – in clear weather – can see the
sea from some of our resorts: Valberg, Isola 2000, the Col
de Turini (Turini-Camp d’Argent), Roubion, Gréolières-lesNeiges and L’Audibergue.
- Guaranteed Snow. Thanks to many years of investment by
local communities, to the benefit of the ski resorts of the
Alpes-Maritimes, they now enjoy quality snow on most of
the snowfield.
- Colours: blue and white. Thanks to the remarkable weather
conditions enjoyed by the Côte d’Azur, our ski resorts enjoy
exceptional sunshine: more than 300 days (above 1,500m
of altitude).

In the Grasse area: Gréolières-Les-Neiges, Sea view
In the Nice hinterland:
Val Pelens
Saint-Martin-d’Entraunes Estenc-Entraunes
Turini-Camp d’Argent – Sea view

Cycling in the Spotlight

For those who love cycling, cycle-touring, mountain-biking, roads and tracks allow you to
explore every panorama imaginable. There are 1,400km of roads and tracks set out for them, with
organised circuits: eight tourist itineraries, as well as the Grand Tour Alpi Maritime Mercantour
for the most sporty (the route of the high passes), the Eurovélo8 - route of the Mediterranean,
the sun tracks and the Alpes de la mer by bike for mountain-bikers. The big fashion in the last
few years, has been the electric bike, either on or off-road. A way for everyone to enjoy the
beauty of the sites without being a seasoned cyclist. The mountain communities of Valberg
and Roubion have also supported electric mountain-bikers by laying out dedicated trails. The
“Little Queen” as bikes are known in France, is treated like royalty on the Côte d’Azur. More than
500 tourist professionals are “Accueil Vélo Friendly” registered to promote sustainable tourism
which respects the environment.

With five peaks higher than
3,000m, 465 peaks higher
than 2,000m, and 5,000 km
of paths and hiking routes, the
Alpes-Maritimes are a terrific
playground for those who like
walking, from the family stroll
to hiking in the mountains,
via Nordic Walking. In picture
postcard landscapes.

NATURE, SEA
AND MOUNTAIN
A well as classic heritage tours, discovering the Côte d’Azur can be done
in many ways: walking, cycling, tried and tested, but there are also
original ways, vintage car or historic train...

Seeking thrills

Visiting villages and the most
beautiful coastal landscapes
of the Côte d’Azur can also
be done in a fun and chilled
way to fill your tank with new
thrills: in a vintage car so you
can see yourself as film stars
on legendary film sets, on little
tourist trains from another time
(Train des Pignes, Train des
Merveilles) to lose any notion
of time, by plane from the
airport at Cannes Mandelieu
to enjoy an unbeatable aerial
view, on a segway for motorised
urban tours of a different kind,
or even in Tahitian pirogues or
traditional boats to access the
inaccessible.

Did you know?

RandOxygène themed guides allow hikers, cyclists,
horse-riders, fans of via ferrata, trail, snowshoes,
canyoning… to find their ideal itinerary.
www.randoxygene.departement06fr
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PARADISE
OF YACHTING

The legendary Côte d’Azur
For wealthy yacht owners, as for those who
rent them, the Côte d’Azur is undeniably
still considered the place to be with its
heavenly lanscapes and its innumerable
party spots. An additional asset, and
attraction, are the many yacht anchorage
and maintenance facilities, and bespoke
services, range of hotels and shopping.
The Côte d’Azur region has around thirty
harbours between Monaco and Mandelieu.
And the town of Cannes, with its 5 harbours
and their great capacity, is along with
Antibes (and Saint-Tropez of course!) an
essential port of call for the wealthy who
most of the time want to combine sailing,
luxury shops, and celebrations...

It is the top world destination for yachts
in terms of turnover. The Côte d’Azur
remains a destination favoured by lovers
of yachting, with a new wealthy clientele
from the new eldorados.

More than 3,600 yachts from across
the world meet here in the season. The
yachting sector represents almost a
thousand establishments, almost 3,300
jobs and generates some €800 million
of revenue. The world’s yacht fleet has
doubled in only ten years.

Dream Trade Fairs

Every September, two reputed trade
fairs are devoted to yachting: the Cannes
Yachting Festival is the premier marine
trade fair in Europe. It has 550 boats on
display 20% of which are new models
displayed for the first time anywhere
in the world. And the Monaco Yacht
Show, the MYS, which, with 590 major
yacht companies, is one of the biggest
superyacht exhibitions in the world. 125
superyachts are on display, all unique,
constructed by the biggest naval yards in
the world.

Did you know?

70% of the world’s yacht fleet pass
through the waters of the Côte
d’Azur every year.
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